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Catalinbread Galileo
$159

I have been an obsessive fan of Brian May ever since I heard my first Queen record, so you can imagine my delight 

when I was introduced to the Galileo pedal, which claims to offer “Queen in a Box.” Galileo combines a Rangemaster-

style treble booster with Vox AC30-style preamp circuitry, and the result is a majestic array of May-approved overdrive 

effects, as well as providing chime and sparkle when I turn my guitar volume down for a cleaner sound. It also does a 

fantastic job of honoring May’s distinctively dynamic playing style, as it is wonderfully responsive to pick attack. I use 

Galileo with an AC30, my own Red Special guitar, and a sixpence as a pick (like May), and I can create luxurious har-

monics with a lively top end. Everything this pedal does is reminiscent of the grandeur that keeps Queen’s legendary 

sound timeless. Magnifico! catalinbread.com – J O Y C E  K U O 

Catalinbread Talisman 
$209

Modeled after plate reverbs that characterized studio recordings of the ’70s, the Talisman produces the kind of 

lush ambience that can make you feel nostalgic. It features a high-pass filter (for dialing in more clarity) and a 

pre-delay knob (which provides up to 100ms of pick-to-onset-of-reverb time). While the Talisman offers plenty 

of warmth and depth—as well as a lovely shimmer to clean tones—you can also take your guitar for an epic 

thrill ride. I found trippy, dream-like reverb with sustain for days, which I enjoyed fading out dramatically with 

the roll of a knob. The Talisman does a great job of packing studio-quality plate reverb into a compact pedal. 

catalinbread.com – J O Y C E  K U O

Crazy Tube Circuits Blackface Stardust
$215

Like the heavenly bodies it name checks, the Stardust overdrive has no end of sparkle. The Blackface part of the rubric 

refers to a certain classic American 1x12 combo powered by 6V6 tubes—one that serves up an earthly effervescence 

of its own—and the pedal nails the distinctive breakup characteristics of said combo. The BS cleaned up nicely when 

the guitar volume was backed off—just like the real thing. Playing it through a Fender Blues Junior seemed like gilding 

the lily. That amp had enough sparkle of its own, but through a darkly warm Little Walter 50 Watt head, the Stardust 

proved perfect for providing extra shimmer and classic crunch. Not cheap, but much more affordable than a Black-

face these days, and surprisingly similar.

crazytubecircuits.com— M I C H A E L  R O S S

Crazy Tube Circuits Stoned Hz 
$335

With seven knobs, two mini-toggles, and two footswitches, the Stoned Hz offers a mas-

sive amount of modulation manipulation. It is advertised as a “flanger, chorus, or vibrato 

combined with optical tremolo,” and sports a classic new-old-stock MN 3007 chip, but 

those looking only for vintage clones of any of the above effects will be under-utilizing 

this cool pedal. With controls like Wave Distortion (which adjusts the symmetry of the 

LFO) and a phase switch (that lets you place the tremolo and pitch modulation LFOs 

out of phase), the Stoned Hz encouraged me to create modulation effects heretofore 

unheard. I found controlling the rate with an expression pedal (not included) helped me 

quickly figure out which speed worked best with wild pitch wobbles, and which modula-

tion combination was better with a slow sweep. Adding various types of pitch warp to a 

choppy, square wave tremolo gave me cool atmospheres unavailable elsewhere. Stoned 

Hz will do standard flanger, chorus, vibrato and tremolo tones, but it is the non-standard 

ones that will make you trip out. crazytubecircuits.com— M I C H A E L  R O S S
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Crazy Tube Circuits Vyagra 
$195  

Even young guitarists need a little performance enhancement every now and then, and the 

Vyagra comes to the rescue in a number of ways. The right channel offers plenty of trans-

parent clean boost, and the left channel provides multiple methods of modifying the tone. 

With the Sensitivity off, I was able to dial in everything from cocked wah to scooped-metal 

tones. Dialing the Sensitivity up turned Vyagra into one of the best-sounding envelope fil-

ters I have played, while plugging in an expression pedal gave me an extremely adjust-

able wah. I could add extra boost to any of these left-channel sounds by adding the right 

channel, or, with an interior adjustment, make the right footswitch a master that engages 

both boost and filtering sides simultaneously. Vyagra offers three versatile signal modifi-

ers in a small package for the price of one pedal. crazytubecircuits.com —M I C H A E L  R O S S

Cusack Delay TME 
$185

One of the delights of pedals—at least for me—

is how cool they look, and Cusack really nails the 

fab factor with its boldly colored, retro (love those 

chicken-head knobs) designs. The Delay TME pro-

duces punchy and articulate delays (from 50ms 

to 750ms, and the clear Time knob illuminates 

to show the chosen tempo) that can be mixed 

with your guitar to taste. There are two modula-

tion options: Setting 1 is just the right amount of 

wobble, and setting 2 is a bit much—though you 

can always use the Mix knob to subtly blend in 

the craziness. An RCA jack accepts an optional 

momentary switch for tap tempo, and two inter-

nal controls allow added facility for more level 

and dark or bright repeats. cusackmusic.com  

— M I C H A E L  M O L E N D A

Cusack Reverb SME
$185

This is a fantastic and simple reverb pedal for 

rapid adjustments during gigs. There are no hall 

or plate or room simulations to mull over. You 

just get two knobs—Size and Texture (tone)—

to craft something that works for the applica-

tion you need. Well, actually, you get a bit more 

than that. You also have separate knobs for Dry 

and Wet levels—a tremendous feature that lets 

you dial in precise balances of reverb to guitar 

sound. I play with wet-to-dry reverb blends all 

the time in the studio, and I love being able to do 

the same onstage. The Reverb SME sounds lush 

and sexy, and its controls get you quickly to subtle 

decays, super-surf tsunamis, ambient washes 

(no dry signal), and everything in between.  

cusackmusic.com — M I C H A E L  M O L E N D A

Cusack Tremolo AME 
$185

The Tremolo AME sounds great, and it offers 

three waveforms to inspire groovy guitar 

parts: Sine, Square, and the interesting 

Square/Ramp. Like the Delay TME, a clear, 

chicken-head knob with an embedded blue 

LED lights up in time to your chosen rate, 

and an RCA input lets you do tap tempo 

with an optional momentary switch. I got 

everything I wanted out of the Tremolo AME, 

including my beloved slicer effects, and lots 

of more subtle trems. cusackmusic.com  

— M I C H A E L  M O L E N D A

Daredevil Knuckle Duster 
$150

The Knuckleduster yields gobs of clean boost, ripping overdrive, and killer distortion. And, let’s face it, that 

much tonal variety is just plain fun to play with. In tamer settings, with the Pre control set left of 12 o’clock, it 

subtly enhances your tone, making everything you play sound a little bit better. Twist the Pre control a little 

more towards the 3 o’clock to 5 o’clock positions, and things start to get wilder. As the ’duster heats up, a hint 

of natural compression is added to the mix, which evens out your pick attack without tanking low-end girth—

essentially flattering any player who uses it. daredevilpedals.com — S A M  H A U N
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